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Welcome to EPTCO

To satisfy maximum customer needs
by professional approach.

WHO WE ARE

Eastern Project Trading Company (EPTCO) is one of the
leading companies in the �eld of Building Materials,
Hardware, Steel, industrial and personal safety
wholesale-retail importers & distributors company
in the Middle East region.  Our operations are done
in a sustainable manner, scienti�cally, economically,
and environmentally with a commitment to continued
growth and development in the Middle East and beyond.

Dedicated in distribution of raw materials and engineering
goods in the dominant Oil �eld, Petro-chemical, Mining
and Civil Construction

Whether it's the largest product innovation or a simple
technical query we have made it our business to be there,
supporting our clients to the best of our abilities.
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Whether it’s the largest product innovation
or simple technical query we have made it
our business to be there, supporting our clients
to the best of our abilities.

VALUES

To satisfy maximum customer needs by
professional approach

MISSION

Dedicated in distribution of raw materials
and engineering goods in the dominant Oil Field, 
Petrochemical, Mining and Civil Construction

VISION
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PIPE
FITTINGS
Welcome to  Eastern project trading , where functionality meets elegance!
Explore our extensive range of sanitary ware faucets that seamlessly blend
practicality with sophisticated design. From contemporary styles to
timeless classics, we o�er a diverse selection to enhance your bathroom space. 
Discover the perfect fusion of quality and aesthetics as you embark on a journey
to elevate your plumbing experience with our premium sanitary ware faucets.
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PIPE
FITTINGS
Welcome to our plumbing haven, where functionality meets strength in our meticulously
curated catalog of brass and iron water �ttings. Our collection stands as a testament to
durability and reliability, o�ering a range of �ttings designed to e�ciently manage
water drainage. From the timeless elegance of brass to the robust performance of iron,
our �ttings embody quality craftsmanship. Explore our catalog to discover a variety of
options that not only meet but exceed industry standards, ensuring your plumbing
projects are equipped with �ttings that withstand the test of time. Upgrade to excellence
with our brass and iron �ttings.
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PIPE
FITTINGS
Step into a world of durability and e�ciency with our comprehensive collection of CPVC
and PVC pipes and �ttings. Our plumbing shop takes pride in o�ering a diverse catalog
that speaks to the core of reliability and innovation. From resilient CPVC pipes to versatile
PVC �ttings, we bring you a range that seamlessly combines strength with adaptability. 
Elevate your plumbing game with our quality CPVC and PVC products, where excellence
is a standard, not an exception.



Prince Mohammed bin Abdulaziz St., Cross 7
Al Khobar Ash Shamaliya, KSA
T : +966 13 814 6393
M : +966 54 873 7348
E  : eptrading23@gmail.com


